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Hearing loss – Home modification checklist

The goal of the Home Modification Checklist is to provide those with a hearing loss, their
caregivers, family members or other interested persons an easy way to assess the home
environment for problem areas.  Once the problem areas are identified, solutions are suggested
to help the person with a hearing loss feel safe and independent in their home.

For more information or further assistance, contact your local Deaf and Hard of Hearing
Services (DHHS) office.  See page 8 for contact information.

Does the person with hearing loss have Circle one If yes,

Difficulty hearing the doorbell or knocking at the door? Yes No Go to page 2

Difficulty hearing the smoke detector? Yes No Go to page 2

Difficulty hearing the carbon monoxide detector? Yes No Go to page 3

Difficulty hearing weather warning sirens? Yes No Go to page 3

Difficulty hearing the existing security system alarm? Yes No Go to page 3

Difficulty hearing appliance buzzer/timer? Yes No Go to page 4

Difficulty hearing the alarm clock? Yes No Go to page 4

Difficulty hearing the telephone ring? Yes No Go to page 4

Difficulty hearing well on telephone? Yes No Go to page 4

Difficulty hearing the television, radio or stereo?  Or, is the
television, radio or stereo too loud for other members of the
household?

Yes No Go to page 4

Difficulty hearing people trying to get his/her attention? Yes No Go to page 6

Difficulty hearing running water? Yes No Go to page 6

Difficulty hearing well in certain rooms? Yes No Go to page 6
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Solutions
The Door (see vendor list on page 7)

One solution is to purchase a special doorbell from vendors who
specialize in products for people who are deaf or hard of hearing.
These specialized products are NOT available at local hardware or
lumber stores.  There are doorbells that flash a light or activate a

vibrating pager.  Other devices are specifically designed to work with the intercom type of
doorbell found in many apartment buildings.

A second solution is to purchase an alerting system that uses the existing doorbell system.
These alerting systems can include transmitters that alert the user to various environmental
sounds such as a doorbell, smoke detector, telephone, crying baby, etc.  Examples of alerting
systems include Alertmaster, Simplicity, and Sonic Alert, and can only be purchased from
vendors who specialize in products for people who are deaf or hard of hearing.

A third solution is to purchase a wireless doorbell system from a hardware store (larger
hardware stores or regional/national chains are usually best bets). It is very important to check
that the system provides a volume control.  The ability to increase the volume of the doorbell is
an important feature for most hard of hearing people.  Many of these wireless doorbell systems
allow the use of additional receivers as needed, providing the option of placing them throughout
the house. It is recommended that one of these receivers is set near where the hard of hearing
person prefers to sit. Note: Some stores carry wireless doorbells that also have a flashing light.

For those who rely on hearing someone knocking on the door, there are devices that activate a
flashing light when someone knocks at the door (they are sensitive to the vibration).  The
limitation of this device is that the resident must be able to see the door from where they are
sitting.

Smoke Detector (see vendor list on page 7)
There are smoke detectors that use a flashing strobe light, an extra loud audible
alarm, or a pillow vibrator to alert the deaf or hard of hearing person that the detector
has been activated.  Most of these smoke detectors are hard wired and need to be

checked by an electrician (or the manufacturer) to assure they will work with existing
smoke detectors.  This is especially important when installation occurs in condominiums or
apartment buildings.  A resource for more information is D.E. SIEVERS & ASSOCIATES, a
Maryland Corporation dedicated to fire safety and accessibility for deaf, hard of hearing, and
physically challenged individuals.  Their phone number is 800-469-0278 (Voice/Relay) or 800-
769-0524 (TTY).   Their e-mail address is: sievers@erols.com.
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There are some smoke detectors designed for people with a hearing loss that plug into a
standard electrical outlet so no hardwiring is necessary.  When smoke is detected, a strobe light
and loud alarm are activated.

To use existing fire and smoke alarms, an alerting system may be an option.  Transmitters may
be purchased with these systems that alert the user to various environmental sounds such as a
smoke detector, telephone, doorbell, crying baby, etc.  Examples of alerting systems include
Alertmaster, Simplicity, and Sonic Alert.

Carbon Monoxide Detector (see vendor list on page 7)
There are specially modified carbon monoxide detectors that activate a strobe light
when carbon monoxide is detected.

Weather Warnings (see vendor list on page 7)
Some weather radios are designed to allow the user to connect attention-getting
devices like strobe lights and bed-shakers.  Check with electronics stores,
electronics catalogs or one of the vendors listed on page seven.

Many pager companies offer alerting pagers that provide the latest weather information. The
pager should be one that vibrates when activated so when placed under the pillow at night, the
user would be notified of possible dangerous weather conditions. Contact local pager
companies to find out more about weather-related information products.

Security System Alarm (see vendor list on page 7)
It is best to contact the company that installed the existing security system.  Most major
companies are able to augment the existing system with strobe lights in one of two

ways: hardwiring strobe lights in specified areas or using a plug-in unit that you can
add a strobe light (or a bed-shaker) and then plug the unit into an electrical outlet.

It may be possible to use the existing security system with an alerting system.  Alerting systems
allow the purchase of transmitters that will alert the user to environmental sounds such as an
alarm, carbon monoxide detector, smoke detector, telephone, etc.  Examples of alerting systems
include Alertmaster, Simplicity, and Sonic Alert.

These alerting systems can only be purchased from vendors who specialize in products for
people who are deaf or hard of hearing.
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Appliance Buzzer/Timer (see vendor list on page 7)
There are not a lot of options with appliance buzzers and timers.  There are vibrating
wristwatches and portable alarm clocks that also function as a timers.  These can be
used when you set the microwave or oven.

Alarm Clock (see vendor list on page 7)
Alarm clocks designed for people with a hearing loss come in a wide variety of styles,
sizes, and various features.  These clocks are available only through vendors who
specialize in products for people who are deaf or hard of hearing.

Telephone (see vendor list on page 7)
The Telephone Equipment Distribution (TED) Program is available to Minnesota
residents.  The TED Program loans specialized telephone equipment to people who
are hard of hearing, deaf or who have a speech or mobility impairment.  The

telephone equipment is provided on a long-term basis at no cost.  To qualify for the
TED Program, the person must: 1) be a Minnesota resident; 2) have a hearing loss, speech or
mobility impairment that limits the use of a standard phone (which includes being able to hear it
ring); 3) have phone service in the home or have applied for phone service; and 4) have a family
income equal to or below the guidelines.  To find out the current income guidelines and to
receive an application, call 1-800-657-3663 (Voice) or 1-800-657-3513 (TTY).  The website for
the TED Program is: www.tedprogram.org.

For those who do not meet the income guidelines, there are several phones, amplifiers, phone
signalers, and phone ringers available through vendors who specialize in products for people
who are deaf or hard of hearing. Note: Many phones available through local stores have volume
controls, but they are rarely strong enough for those with a significant hearing loss.

Makers of cell phones provide accommodations for people with a hearing loss.  Contact a local
store that sells cell phones and ask about features specifically for people who are deaf or hard of
hearing.

There are voice-carry-over (VCO) phones available for those who cannot hear on a phone but
have understandable speech.  To use the VCO phone, all calls must go through the Minnesota
Relay – a free service for all Minnesota residents.

Television, Radio or Stereo (see vendor list on page 7)
One way to address this problem is through the use of assistive listening devices.
Assistive listening devices can often be used with hearing aids.  For more
information about how to use assistive listening devices with hearing aids,
contact your local DHHS office (see page 8).
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There are different types of assistive listening devices.  The most commonly used are the
personal amplifier, FM system, and infrared system.  For most assistive listening devices there
are a variety of earphone and headphone styles to chose from– it all depends on the preference
of the listener.

Personal amplifiers are portable and easily moved from one area to another.  For easier
listening the microphone of the personal amplifier can be attached to an extension cord and
placed near the television, radio or stereo speaker. Caution: if the extension cord is used,
there is a danger of tripping over the cord.  It is possible to go to an electronic store and
purchase a long audio extension cord and run it along the baseboard from the preferred
seating place to the television, radio or stereo.  A personal amplifier is also useful for one-
on-one conversations, especially in noisy environments such as inside a vehicle or
restaurant.

FM systems transmit sound via a radio signal from the transmitter (which includes the
microphone) to the receiver.  FM systems can transmit sound from as far away as 100-200
feet. The transmitter portion of the FM system can be placed near the television, radio or
stereo speaker for easier listening.  FM systems are portable and easily moved from one area
to another.  This portability and the fact that there is no wire connecting the microphone to
the receiver, allows the FM system to be used in classroom situations, at workshops, in the
car, and many other places and situations.

Infrared systems transmit sound from a transmitter to a receiver via light waves. The
transmitter portion of the infrared system can be placed near the television, radio or stereo
speaker for easier listening. Often the infrared system can be directly plugged into the audio-
visual system and provide a clear signal with little or no interference from background
noises.

Another option is to run headphones or an auxiliary speaker from the television, radio or stereo
to the preferred seating place of the person with a hearing loss.  If at all possible, place the
speaker at ear level and have a volume control on the speaker.

Closed captions can be accessed on most TVs by simply using the menu function of the
television and turning on the captioning feature (all televisions manufactured after July 1993
have a built-in decoder chip).   On some televisions, the captioning feature is simply turned
“on” or “off”.  On other televisions, there may be a list of options given – select “CC1”.
Currently, very little is being done with “CC2” but that may change in the future.  Note:  Closed
captioning is a free service and you do not have to call anyone to activate it for you – just turn
on the captioning feature as described above.  Most VHS tapes and DVDs are captioned, but
just like television programs not everything is closed-captioned at this time.
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HELP!

Getting Attention (see vendor list on page 7)
There are a few personal or private pagers available from vendors who specialize in
products for people who are deaf or hard of hearing.  These pagers are not activated

through a paging service or company, so there are no monthly fees associated with
these pagers.  The personal pager has been useful in situations where a member of the
household has an illness or physical disability and needs to get the attention of the hard of
hearing or deaf person.  This has also been useful for outdoor activities such as hiking or biking
to get the attention of the deaf or hard of hearing person.

Running Water
One solution to this problem is to visually check and double-check to make sure the
water has been turned off.   Making little reminder signs to check the faucets before
leaving the room or house may also be helpful.

Another solution is to contact a local plumbing supply company for information about spring-
loaded handles or electronic eye activated faucets or foot/knee controlled faucets (developed for
those with physical disabilities).

Room Acoustics
Most people with a hearing loss discover that they are able to hear and understand
speech much better in particular rooms of their home.  This is because of room
acoustics.  The less distance sound has to travel and the less hitting and bouncing off

hard surfaces the better the acoustics.  Often acoustical treatment to the walls or furniture
fixtures works best in absorbing sound.

Acoustical tiles (12”x12”x1”) can be installed on the wall with double-sided tape or hook-and-
loop fasteners.  With creative use of paint, these acoustical tiles could be an artistic addition to
the room!  Tapestries and other wall hangings also help in absorbing sound.

Windows and doors should be examined, especially if the home is located on a busy street.
Weather gaskets on the windows may need replacing. Foam gasketing around the frame and/or
a drop seal at the bottom of the door may be needed.

Large, plush sofas and chairs will absorb some sound in the room.  While carpeting does not
provide a lot of acoustical absorption, every little bit helps.

In addition to making changes to improve room acoustics, using a personal amplifier or FM
system may be extremely beneficial to the person with a hearing loss.  For more information
about personal amplifiers and FM systems, see page 5.
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Vendors

This is a partial list of commonly used mail order companies.  You can call them to request a
catalog be sent to your home or access their website for an on-line catalog.  For more choices,
refer to the Telephone Equipment Distribution Vendor Directory found at your local Deaf and
Hard of Hearing Services office.

HARC Mercantile, Ltd. (Portage, MI)
1-800-445-9968 (Voice & TTY)
1-800-413-5248 (FAX)
Website:  www.harcmercantile.com

Harris Communications, Inc.
(Eden Prairie, MN)
1-800-825-6758 (Voice)
1-800-825-9187 (TTY)
1-952-906-1099 (FAX)
Website:  www.harriscomm.com
E-mail:  mail@harriscomm.com

Hear-More (Farmingdale, NY)
1-800-881-4327 (Voice)
1-800-281-3555 (TTY)
1-631-752-0689 (FAX)
Website:  www.HEARMORE.com
E-mail:  sales@hearmore.com

HITEC Group International, Inc.
(Burr Ridge, IL)
1-800-288-8303 (Voice)
1-800-536-8890 (TTY)
Website:  www.hitec.com
E-mail:  info@hitec.com

LS & S (Northbrook, IL)
1-800-468-4789 (Voice)
1-866-317-8533 (TTY)
1-847-498-1482 (FAX)
Website:  www.LSSproducts.com
E-mail: info@LSSproducts.com

NFSS Communications
(Lake Villa, IL)
1-888/589-6670 (Voice & TTY)
1-847-265-8044 (FAX)
Website:  www.nfss.com
E-mail:  info@nfss.com

SOUNDBYTES (New York, NY)
1-888-816-8191 (Voice & TTY)
Website:  www.soundbytes.com
E-mail:  info@soundbytes.com

Note:
Since prices vary from company to company, you may want to check prices of more than one
company.

This not an endorsement by DHHS for any specific vendor, product, company or manufacturer.
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Regional Deaf and Hard of Hearing Services (DHHS) offices:

This information is available in other forms to people with disabilities by calling 651-296-3980 voice, 651-
297-1506 TTY; for speech-to-speech telephone re-voice services, call 1-877-627-3848.

Deaf and Hard of Hearing Services Division
651-296-3980 (V) • 651-297-1506 (TTY) • 651-297-7155 FAX • www.dhhsd.org

DHHS – Northeast
Duluth
Government Services Center
320 W 2nd St., Suite 710
218/723-4962 (Voice)
218/723-4961 (TTY)
888/234-1322 (Voice)
888/723-3344 (TTY)
218/723-4969 (FAX) 
dhhs.duluth@state.mn.us

Virginia
Workforce Center
820 N 9th St., #250
218/748-2253 (Voice)
218/748-2252 (TTY)
218/748-2288 (FAX) 
dhhs.virginia@state.mn.us

DHHS – Upper Northwest
Bemidji
616 America Av. NW, Suite 320
218/759-8283 (Voice & TTY)
218/759-8288 (TTY)
888/663-8329 (Voice & TTY)
218/759-8279 (FAX) 
dhhs.bemidji@state.mn.us

DHHS – Northwest
Fergus Falls
4B½ East Drive, Suite 2
218/739-7589 (Voice)
218/739-7591 (TTY)
800/456-7589 (Voice & TTY)
218/739-7309 (FAX) 
dhhs.fergusfalls@state.mn.us

DHHS – East & West Central
St. Cloud
3333 W Division St., #209
320/255-3502 (Voice)
320/255-3590 (TTY)
800/456-3690 (Voice & TTY)
320/654-5157 (FAX) 
dhhs.stcloud@state.mn.us

DHHS - Metro
St. Paul
Site Address:
130 East Seventh St.
651/297-1316 (Voice)
651/297-1313 (TTY)
651/215-6388 (FAX)
dhhs.metro@state.mn.us

DHHS - Southeast
Rochester
Cedarwood Plaza
4104 NW 18th Av.
507/285-7295 (Voice)
507/285-7172 (TTY)
800/311-1148 (Voice & TTY)
507/280-5531 (FAX)
dhhs.rochester@state.mn.us

DHHS - Southwest
St. Peter
Phelps Hall – 2nd Floor
100 Freeman Drive
507/931-7580 (Voice)
507/931-7579 (TTY)
507/931-7573 (FAX) 
dhhs.stpeter@state.mn.us
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